Shetland
It turns out that the most dangerous part of our Shetland climbing trip wasn’t the tides or the rock
or the sea cliffs or the weather. No. It was going shopping. Sabine and I had set off to replenish the
beer and wine supplies at Hillswick. Mission accomplished, we opened the tailgate of my car but
carrying the booze made that difficult and it didn’t open fully. It came down on my index finger. I
screamed as blood dripped from my mangled digit. I ran to the sea and soaked it while Sabine
sought ice cubes from the shop. Initially I thought I’d broken it but, as with Monty Python’s Black
Knight, it turned out to be just a flesh wound.
We were only on our second day on Shetland (note: not the Shetlands or the Shetland Isles) so this
much anticipated trip might have ended there and then for me. As it turned out, I needn’t have
worried although I did try for the sympathy vote for the rest of the week. With little success.
The Maidstone Mountaineering Club outing to Shetland followed the publication of Al Whitworth’s
excellent guidebook in 2016. Initially we thought we’d camp after the successful trip to Pabbay the
previous year. However, although I had booked good weather, the others didn’t trust me, so we
booked The Hoop which had accommodation for 8.
Fresh from a non-climbing trip to the Outer Hebrides, I met up with Sue Luck, Richard Byrom and
Gordon Wilkie who had flown to Aberdeen. The others (Phil Loasby, Tim Skinner, Sabine Kretschmer
and Jane Weir) joined us in the Union Square shopping centre where there is a handy Cotswold
Camping. There are no climbing shops on Shetland.
The Northlink ferry to Lerwick is an overnight job. Very efficient and really comfortable, if snug,
bunk accommodation. The boat rolled a bit in the night but most of us slept well. The weather was
pretty sunny but the worrying thing was the forecast temperatures. For the whole week ahead it
looked as if we wouldn’t get much above 7 or 8 degrees. Brrr!

Arriving in Lerwick
We stocked up with food at Tesco’s. You can’t buy booze till 10am so that had to wait. The drive to
Eshaness is initially across fairly drab moorland but the scenery improves as you go north and west
with rolling hills, lots of lochans and tantalising glimpses of the sea. Bray co-op provided the alcohol
and then it was off to find the Hoop. Just beyond the back of beyond, the metalled road runs out at

the Tangwick museum and then a track takes you round a bay full of seals to the house perched
above the north side of the beach. What a place! The accommodation was perfect for the 8 of us
with plenty of space, a large kitchen/diner and two big bathrooms. The views from the French
windows were stunning. We never did work out how to lock the door but, despite Shetland being
the subject of a major crime series on the telly, we didn’t feel we took any risk leaving the place
unlocked! We couldn’t work the telly either. We had Wi-Fi but, as Richard (who manned the IT help
desk 24/7) soon discovered, the 4G signal was even better.

The Hoop
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A stroll round the immediate coastline and then we gave the climbing a go. We drove to Tingon as a
venue with some easy climbs to get the feel of the place. Inquisitive (and cute) Shetland ponies
greeted us at the parking spot.

Cute!
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Tim was very excited about the different types of rock on offer. Here, it was Pyroclastic Breccia.
Basically this is lava thrown up in the air and landing randomly. Hence lots of pockets and a
honeycomb type structure with plenty of thread opportunities. Pretty solid but generally a bit
worrying near the tops (as with many sea cliffs).
We all did some nice climbs at Sunset Wall but it was cold in the shade and a heavy shower almost
stopped play. But it blew over and the sun came round to make it quite pleasant. Best routes were
probably Peaty Arete, Slab ‘n’ Tickle and Terrapin, all nice short climbs up to HS. Gordon and Phil
managed to get their ab rope caught in the sea. Gordon donned metaphorical flippers and a snorkel
to recover as much as possible but got a complete soaking. They lost a few metres. After that we
were all careful only to use as much of the ab ropes as necessary. Fortunately, most cliffs have good
vantage points for checking the end of the rope. 60 metre ropes both for abs and climbing were
perfect.

Jane Weir leads Peaty Arête (Severe)

The Drongs

On the drive home we stopped to take in the stunning view out over Magnus Bay to the spectacular
Drongs sea stacks. On the way back to the house, a little ringed plover ran up the track in front of
the car to lead us away from its nest. It risked its life in this way every single time we drove home.
Next day it dawned cold but calm and sunny. I wandered down to our beach. So peaceful with only
the seals for company.

Seals on our private beach

After a visit to the fascinating Tangwick museum across the bay, we went to the main climbing area
at Eshaness Lighthouse. Immediately things felt a lot more serious. The steep cliffs dropped straight
into the sea which was now lively. Starting ledges looked few and far between. The rock was
Pyroclastic Breccia again. We waited patiently as the sun slowly came round. Best practice for the
rest of the week was to hang around in bed for a few hours in the morning and aim to climb from
midday onwards. Life was tough.

There were only a couple of easier routes. During the week everyone managed Black Watch, a
photogenic VS, and most of us the HS to the right - Atlantic City. Tim and Jane started on Saandiloo
given HVS but possibly E1. It starts from a sloping shelf and climbs thin slabs before pulling through
an overhang to the slightly worrying headwall. Worth its 2 stars. They also did Perfect Groove a 3
star VS. Most routes are of the order of 40 metres and feel quite big. In the evening, a few puffins
gave us a fly past and posed for photos. They never fail to raise a smile.

Tim Skinner Leads Saandiloo HVS

Gordon Wilkie (left) and Sue Luck (right) Lead Black Watch VS

A Puffin poses at Eshaness

A puffin at Eshaness

Snow on the hills

Next day the weather was even colder in the morning with snow on the hills and even on our cars.
This was the day I got my finger trapped. In due course the sun came out again and we went further
along at Tingon to Warie Gill South. This was a very pleasant venue with a large non-tidal platform
below a range of 20 metre routes. Everyone got their confidence levels up with ascents of most of
the VSs on offer (such as Lost Volcano and Purple Haze) but also Wall of Sound at E1. Tim and Jane
reported that it was fine and I logged my first E point since I turned 70. Sabine and I thought it was
probably HVS 4c rather than E1 5a.

Phil Loasby leads Bosse-Cat HS
at Warie Gill South

Tim and Jane also took in a couple of routes at Scar Wall which had looked intimidating earlier being
still in the shade and with waves washing the belay ledges. Welcome Home at VS merited its stars as
did Controlled Existentialism at E2 5b.
That evening we listened on the radio in astonishment as Liverpool accounted for Barcelona. More
excitement was in store the following evening.
We went back to Eshaness. Richard made what we thought was quite a funny joke about the
“Passing Place” sign next to the cemetery. However, on the return route, with his head not buried in
his tablet, he noticed there were lots of Passing Place signs and realised that the locals were not,
after all, into subtle gallows humour. We didn’t let him forget that.
I had designs on Ringil at HVS but the sun resolutely refused to clear the shadows. While Richard
made his way up Perfect Groove with a patient Sue sunning herself on the belay, I eventually opted
for Near Perfect Arete at HVS with Gordon and Sabine. This proved straightforward and, more
importantly, in the sun. Very pleasant but with the usual slightly worrying headwall. Richard abbed
in to do it too.

Richard Byrom leads Perfect Groove VS
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Jane Weir leads
Near Perfect Arête HVS

By now the sun had finally crept round to warm up the whole of Ringil. Tim and Jane accounted for
that, and Richard and I also took it on. A very photogenic climb and my main objective for the week
achieved.
It was Tim’s turn to cook. The football had just started. “How’s it going?” I asked. Spurs were one
nil down already to a rampant Borussia Dortmund. Soon it was two nil. Tim turned the radio off. No
way back now.
We ate and chatted about the next day. I flicked my phone on again. It was two all! Just one more
goal needed. We turned on the radio again. Unbelievably, Spurs got that goal with almost the last
kick of the game. Fair to say that Tim was quite emotional! If only the final soon after had lived up to
the hype.
The forecast for the Saturday was poor so we decided to travel to the northern islands and perhaps
get a climb in up there. Phil was also keen to visit the bird colony on the cliffs in the Hermaness
Nature Reserve. We took the two small ferries to Yell and then to Unst taking in the bus shelter
doubling as an Art Gallery (or a place to deposit quite a lot of old tat!).

The “Art” Gallery on Unst

There were beautiful beaches at Norwick and Skaw - the latter as far north as you can get in the UK
on a national cycle path.

The beaches at Norwick
and Skaw

At Skaw we visited The Buss located in the wartime RAF early warning station. The rock here was
granite. Everyone got a route done in glorious sunshine - Skaw Crack fell to Richard at HS and Last
Stop at VS to Gordon and Phil and also to Sue and Sabine. Meanwhile, Tim and Jane were clocking
up E points with Croft My Ride at E2.

Richard Byrom leads Skaw Crack and Sue Luck leads Last Stop at The Buss
Now off to Hermaness. Quite a long walk in but nearly all on decking. At the cliffs the sheer number
of gannets was astonishing - with noise and gull poo to match. One or two puffins dared to join in.
Phil reminded us in a twitchery way that the seagull is not a species in its own right. It doesn’t stop
seagulls stealing your chips though.

Gannets!

We walked down to the far end for a good view of the lighthouse at Muckle Flugga - last stop before
the North Pole. A team photo and we walked back. We just had time to grab a meal at the
Baltasound Hotel and made the crucial ferry with minutes to spare. A great day out and wall to wall
sunshine yet again.

The team at Muckle Flugga
Richard, Sue, Phil, Jane, Sabine, Tim, Gordon, Malcolm
Next day it rained early on. We took in the beach at Hillswick in the drizzle with highly competitive
beach games involving chucking pebbles around.

The beach at Hillswick
We then got a decent cup of coffee at the Braewick campsite café (which also does meals and is
licensed). Then the sun returned and we took on Grind of the Navir where the rock was Ignimbrite
(more excitement for Tim!). The boulders thrown up in storms were of astonishing size and we were
glad the sea was relatively benign. I took on The Raven Banner. This proved a serious technical
struggle with very small gear. A judicious knee got me through the initially baffling crux and it was a

relief to pull out onto the exposed left arete. Richard followed finding it scary (but that could have
been my leading!). I encouraged Tim and Jane to give it a go. They did the alternative finish of
Raven Flag but we all thought E1 5b was more appropriate than HVS 5a. The others had got routes
in on the pleasant South Nose.

Malcolm Phelps leads Raven Banner HVS(?) at
Grind of the Navir
Photo Sabine Kretschmer

Jane Weir follows Raven Flag

Tim Skinner at the crux of
Raven Flag/Raven Banner

Tim Skinner atop Raven Flag

Before we finished up the remnants of our food supplies, Sue and Jane set off saying they were
going for a swim. Given the temperature had never got above 10 degrees in the shade all week, this
was above and beyond the call of duty. We saw them go and we saw them come back. But did
anyone actually see them in the sea? I can’t find any photos.
On our final day, Phil and I went to St Ninians Isle and its spectacular tombolo double beach.

The others managed a 40m route each at Ness of Sound where the rock was Sandstone but the sort
that takes gear and feels like real rock! Richard and Gordon accounted for Ever the Rationalist (VS
4b) and Sue and Sabine The Logical Positivist (HS 4a). Ever more E points were gathered by Tim and
Jane with The Empiricist a scary E2 5b.

Sabine Kretschmer follows
The Logical Positivist HS
at Ness of Sound

We arrived back just too late for me to grab a tow and say that I’d climbed every day. Still 6 days out
of 7 wasn’t bad.
We were extraordinarily lucky with the weather. Despite the low temperatures, we were always
able to climb in the sun and the rain only came at night or in the mornings when it would be too cold
to climb anyway. We’d all love to go back in principle but would we ever get such good conditions
for a whole week? I doubt it. But pictures like this of three of our teams at work at Eshaness
LIghthouse may tip the balance.
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USEFUL INFO
Shetland Climbing: Al Whitworth: ISBN: 978-1-5272-6650-6
OS Maps:
Landranger: Shetland North Mainland Sheet 3
Explorer: Sheet 469. Mainland North West
Explorer: Sheets 466,467, 468 and 470 cover the rest of Shetland.
Accommodation
The Hoop at Eshaness. Sleeps 8. Contact Diana Irvine at Diana.Irvine@hotmail.com. The cost was
£140 per night.
There is also a good camping/glamping/caravan site next to the café at Braewick. The website is at
http://www.eshaness.moonfruit.com/
Transport
Northlink Ferry from Aberdeen to Lerwick. Overnight. Website: https://www.northlinkferries.co.uk/
You need a car to get around. Some crags are accessed by reasonable tracks (eg Tingon and Grind of
the Navir). A 4 by 4 is not needed but the higher the wheelbase, the better.
Supplies
Tescos at the south end of Lerwick
Large Co-op at Brae
Small Co-op at Hillswick

